
Christian Hülsmeyer and about the early days of radar inventions,
sense and nonsense, 

a survey 

25 December 1881 – 31 January 1957



US patent 766355 of 20 March 1902, Hülsmeyer’s first patent
application, called “Telephonogram” apparatus



This may be Hülsmeyer’s first advertisement, in which he calls
for a business associate. It appeared in a Cologne newspaper

on 22 April 1902.



Various sources refer to Hülsmeyer’s “epoch” making advertisement in a 
Cologne newspaper,  which I recently discovered (14 May 1902). 

This reference, cannot be linked, however, to radar like (patent) technology,
as its first (rejected) application is of 21 November 1903!



Hülsmeyer’s second patent application DE150190 of 7 September 1902,
an optical projection system for an “advertising van”



The schematic diagram of which some, seriously, believed that it was Hülsmeyer’s 
famous radar receiver. Though, what it, certainly, was not, as it is

based on the application of US810150!



The basic principles of Hülsmeyer’s US810150 patent of 14 March 1904
concerning a “remote controlled system with interference rejection”



Remote controlled receiver based on US810150



Kölner Stadt-Anzeiger of 3 November 1903
Consider, that he would apply, in vain, for his first Telemobilskop patent

on 21 November 1903



World’s first radar like patent application DE165546 of 30 April 1904



Hülsmeyer’s around viewing “Kompass” pointer linked, by means of a 
master and slave system, onto the direction of the antenna beam 



Possible venue of Hülsmeyer’s public demonstration at the Dom Hotel







First letter found on behalf of Hülsmeyer and his business associate 
Mannheim, addressed to Mr Wierdsma, the CEO of the Dutch HAL.

Partly reconstructed, due to severe water damage.  



Wierdsma’s reply and invitation letter, to give a demonstration of Hülsmeyer’s
Telemobiloskop apparatus during a tour in Rotterdam harbour, on 9 June  



Hülsmeyer’s letter of 29 May, accepting Wierdsma’s invitation to demonstrate
his Telemobiloskop apparatus. Accompanied by list of requirements.



The ship-tender Columbus I, with in the background the headquarters of the HAL
and the ocean liner “Potsdam”.  



The introduction hand-out during the demonstration held in the afternoon of 
9 June 1904, describing the principles of his Telemobiloskop apparatus 



Telegraaf of 11 June 1904 (evening edition), mentioning the Nautical Conference,
as well as Hülsmeyer’s successful demonstration in the afternoon of 9 June. 



Patent DE169154 (= GB25608) of 11 November 1904, finding a way to measure
distance, coming around the necessity of the factor “time”. By means of changing

the (electrical) system horizon. 



Hülsmeyer second figure to DE169154 (GB25608), which concerns a dielectric
antenna (lens)system, following consequently Maxwell’s theories and Hertz’s 
proof of its validity, that light waves are basically of electromagnetic nature.



By means of a simple trigonometric equation, given the height and tilt 
angle of the antenna system: distance = h tan Θ



Charter, by the grace of King Edward VII, to GB13170/1904





The recently found letter that proves that Hülsmeyer may have tested his
“advanced” Telemobiloskop apparatus in autumn 1904



The newly established Telefunken Company introducing themselves to 
future costumers. Significant is, that they distinguished the inferiority

of un-tuned systems, such as had been used before about 1900! 



Telefunken’s rejecting letter of 21 August 1905, in which they state to have no 
interest in Hülsmeyer’s Telemobiloskop invention. This letter was signed on 
behalf of famous Dr. Nesper, who might not have understood its implications!



Some reason why the HAL, and colleagues companies, showed interest in
Hülsmeyer’s system was, that they, generally, looked for ways to enhance safety
of their ocean going vessels. Gray and Mundy’s underwater-bells proved to be 

a valuable asset. Its technology had been employed by the HAL up to the 1930s.



Jan Volkert Wierdsma (1846-1917), the president of the HAL Company.



Heinrich Mannheim’s death announcement.
Hülsmeyer mentioned once, that Mannheim was 28 years old,
this may prove that his advertisements was of November 1903 



Hülsmeyer about 1910 in his better years, after he had established his
successful boiler and filter business. 



Watson-Watt (left) and Hülsmeyer in 1953 at a Radar Conference in Frankfurt
Germany. This might well have been one of Hülsmeyer’s finest hours! 

In contrast to what we have noticed, insisted Watson-Watt: 
I am the father of radar though, you may be its grandfather!




